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Abstract: 

We have numerically investigated the development of strong Langmuir turbulence (SLT) 

and associated electron acceleration at different angles of incidence of ordinary (O) mode 

pump waves. For angles of incidence within the Spitze cone, the turbulence initially 

develops within the first maximum of the Airy pattern near the plasma resonance altitude. 

After a few milliseconds, the turbulent layer shifts downwards by about one kilometer. 

For injections outside the Spitze region, the turning point of the pump wave is at lower 

altitudes. Yet, an Airy-like pattern forms here, and the turbulence development is quite 

similar to that for injections within the Spitze. SLT leads to the acceleration of 10-20 eV 

electrons that ionize the neutral gas thereby creating artificial ionospheric layers. Our 

numerical modeling shows that most efficient electron acceleration and ionization occur 

at angles between the magnetic and geographic zenith, where SLT dominates over weak 

turbulence. Possible effects of the focusing of the electromagnetic beam on magnetic 

field-aligned density irregularities and the finite heating beam width at the magnetic 

zenith are also discussed. The results have relevance to ionospheric heating experiments 

using ground-based, high-power radio transmitters to heat the overhead plasma, where 

recent observations of artificial ionization layers have been made. 

 

PACS: 94.20.Tt, 94.20.Bb, 94.20.wj, 94.20.ws, 94.20.dv 

 

1. Introduction 

 
Recently, there have been a number of observations of artificial ionospheric layers 

created by high-power ordinary radio waves injected into the F-region ionospheric 

plasma layer. These observations were made at the High-frequency Active Auroral 

Program (HAARP) facility after its update to 3.6 MW, and were not seen at the previous 
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960 kW level (Pedersen et al. 2009; 2010; Mishin and Pedersen 2011; Sergeev et al. 

2013). Once the artificial plasma reached sufficient density to support interaction with the 

transmitter beam, it rapidly descended as an ionization wave from about 220 to ∼150 km 

altitude. The formation of ionospheric layers is attributed to the acceleration of electrons 

by turbulence at the critical height of the O mode wave (Mishin and Pedersen, 2011). To 

study the processes leading to the formation of descending artificial ionospheric layers 

(DAILs), a numerical study was carried out with a one-dimensional geometry along the 

vertical line using typical HAARP parameters (Eliasson et al. 2012). As it follows from 

this study, SLT develops just below the turning point of the O mode wave in a layer with 

altitude extent of a few hundred meters and provides efficient electron acceleration. 

DAILs have been simulated using a Fokker-Planck model for the acceleration of 

electrons by SLT, a kinetic model for the transport of energetic electrons through the 

ionosphere, and a chemical dynamic model for the relevant ion species. The simulation 

results reproduce the salient observational features of ionization fronts descending from 

about 230 km to 150 km in a few minutes. While the simulation studies of Eliasson et al. 

(2012) was carried out for vertical incidence of the electromagnetic wave, the 

experiments (Pedersen et al. 2010; Mishin and Pedersen, 2011; Sergeev et al. 2013) were 

conducted with the HF radio beam centered at the magnetic zenith, which is 14.5 degrees 

south to the vertical at HAARP. Early experiments have also shown enhanced electron 

heating and incoherent radar backscatter near MZ (e.g., Kosch et al. 2000; Pedersen et al. 

2003; Rietveld et al. 2003). Gurevich et al. (2002) suggested that this MZ effect is 

determined by self-focusing of the electromagnetic beam on magnetic field-aligned 

striations that develop on time scales of several seconds and are associated with upper 

hybrid turbulence well below the turning point within the Spitze. There is significant 

anomalous absorption of the electromagnetic wave on striations, which usually inhibits 

the SLT development near the plasma resonance. Honary et al. (2011) have found that 

while the electron temperature at MZ increases to a value about twice of that for vertical 

incidence, the most efficient electron heating is at some intermediate angle between the 

MZ and Spitze. Using a low duty cycle (0.2 s every 10 s) of the high-frequency 

transmitter to excite Langmuir turbulence, Isham et al. (1999) reported radar observations 

of plasma waves that were strongest when the radar beam was directed between the 

Spitze angle and MZ, and that the observed ion fluctuations could occur several 

kilometers below the critical height outside the Spitze region. The aim of this paper is to 

study how different angles of incidence influence the SLT and the formation of DAILs. 

In doing so, we extend the previously developed numerical model for vertical incidence 

(Eliasson et al. 2012; Eliasson 2013) to take into account oblique angles of incidence. 

 

2. Full-wave modeling of strong Langmuir turbulence 
 

A generalized Zakharov model (Eliasson 2013) is employed to simulate the propagation 

of the high-frequency O mode electromagnetic wave through ionosphere, and its 

conversion to short-scale, high-frequency Langmuir waves and low-frequency ion 

fluctuations. The mathematical model, which is an extension of the original model of 

Zakharov (1972) to include the electromagnetic wave and magnetic field effects, is given 

in the in Equations (21)-(33) of Eliasson (2013). The ionospheric density profile is 

assumed to be of the form 𝑛𝑖0(𝑧) =  𝑛0,𝑚𝑎𝑥 exp[−(𝑧 − 𝑧𝑚𝑎𝑥)2/𝐿𝑛0
2 ], where 𝑛0,𝑚𝑎𝑥 =
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1.436 ×  1011m−3 is the electron density at the F2 peak located at 𝑧𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 242 km, and 

𝐿𝑛0 = 31.62 km is the ionospheric scale length. The F2-peak electron density 

corresponds to the peak plasma frequency 𝑓𝑜𝐹2
=  3.40 MHz, while the pump frequency 

is taken 𝑓0 = 3.20 MHz (𝜔 = 20.1 × 106 𝑠−1). For the chosen parameters, the critical 

density 𝑛𝑖0 = 𝑛𝑐 =  1.27 ×  105 cm−3 where the pump frequency equals the plasma 

frequency is at 𝑧𝑂 ≈ 230.96 km. At the critical altitude, the local plasma length scale is 

𝐿𝑛 = 1/(𝑑ln 𝑛0/𝑑𝑧)|𝑧O
= 43 km. The simulations use an injected O mode with the 

amplitude 1 V/m, and different angles of incidence. The magnetic field of 𝐵0 = 5.17 ×
10−5 T is directed downwards 14.5∘ to the vertical line, and gives the electron gyro 

frequency 1.45 MHz (𝜔𝑐𝑒 = 9.09 × 106s−1). The electron and ion temperatures are 

taken to be 𝑇𝑒 = 0.4 eV and 𝑇𝑖 = 0.2 eV, which is about two times higher than in the 

quiet ionosphere. The enhanced 𝑇𝑒  near the critical layer can be produced jointly by 

heating of ionospheric electrons directly by SLT and via fast electron thermal conduction 

from the upper hybrid layer [cf. Pedersen et al., 2010]. It was found in Eliasson et al. 

(2012) that 𝑇𝑒 ≳ 0.4 eV was needed to efficiently accelerate the tail electrons by SLT to 

produce DAILs, while direct ionization via bulk heating would require a much higher 

electron temperature of 𝑇𝑒 ≳ 1.5 eV. The computational box for the O mode propagation 

extends from 𝑧 = 142 km on the bottom side to 342 km on the topside ionosphere. To 

resolve the small-scale electrostatic waves in the turbulent region, we use a nested grid 

method (Eliasson, 2013), where the electromagnetic wave is resolved with a uniform grid 

of 4 m, and the electrostatic turbulence and particle dynamics is resolved locally with a 4 

cm grid in a 3 km wide region 𝑧 = 228.5 − 231.5 km on the bottom side and 𝑧 =
252.5 − 255.5 km on the symmetric side at the topside ionosphere. The simulation 

model of Eliasson et al. (2012) and Eliasson (2013) is extended to enable oblique 

incidence of the O mode wave. To introduce an oblique angle of incidence, the envelope 

of the high-frequency field is assumed to have a fixed wave vector component in the 𝑥-

direction, given by 𝑘𝑥 = 𝑘0 sin 𝜒, where 𝑘0 = 𝜔/𝑐 is the wavenumber and 𝜒 is the angle 

of incidence of the injected O mode wave. This assumption is justified for vertical 

stratification of the ionospheric profile and by assuming that the slow variations in the 

density fluctuations associated with SLT only occur in the vertical direction. Hence, for 

the high-frequency field, we use ∇= �̂�𝑖𝑘𝑥 + �̂�𝜕/𝜕𝑧. Vertical incidence (Eliasson et al. 

2012) corresponds to 𝜒 = 0∘ and 𝑘𝑥 = 0. It should be noted that the impact of different 

angles of incidence on Langmuir turbulence has also been studied by Mjølhus, Helmersen 

and DuBois (2003) using a combination of ray-tracing and local turbulence simulations 

by means of a two-dimensional damped, driven Zakharov system. 
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Figure 1: The amplitude of the vertical electric field at 𝑡 = 1 ms for different angles of 

incidence. The cases 𝜒 = ±8∘ corresponds to the Spitze angles where the O mode waves 

are mode converted. The O mode critical layer is at 𝑧 = 𝑧𝑂 = 230.96 km.  

 

Figure 1 shows the amplitude of the vertical electric field 𝐸𝑧 for different angles of 

incidence at 𝑡 = 1 ms, before any parametric instability has had time to develop. A 

standing wave pattern has been set up below the critical point of the O mode at 𝑧 = 𝑧𝑂 =
230.96 km, where 𝜔 = 𝜔𝑝𝑒. It is illustrative to compare the results in Fig. 1 with ray-

tracing results shown in Figs. 2 and 3 for the same set of parameters as in Fig. 1. The rays 

of the O mode are obtained from the ray-tracing equations (e.g. Whitham 1974) 

 
𝑑𝐤

𝑑𝑡
= −∇𝜔 

(1) 

 𝑑𝐫

𝑑𝑡
= ∇𝐤𝜔 

(2) 

using the wave frequency 𝜔(𝐤, 𝐫) governed by the Appleton-Hartree dispersion relation 

(e.g. Stix 1992) 

 
𝑘2𝑐2

𝜔2
= 1 −

2𝜔𝑝𝑒
2 (𝜔2 − 𝜔𝑝𝑒

2 )𝜔−2

2(𝜔2 − 𝜔𝑝𝑒
2 ) − 𝜔𝑐𝑒

2 sin2 𝜃 + 𝜔𝑐𝑒Δ
 (3) 

where Δ = [𝜔𝑐𝑒
2 sin4 𝜃 + 4𝜔−2(𝜔2 − 𝜔𝑝𝑒

2 )
2

cos2 𝜃]
1 2⁄

, and 𝜃 is the angle between 𝐤 

and 𝐁0. The electron plasma frequency 𝜔𝑝𝑒 = (𝑒2𝑛𝑖0/𝜖0𝑚𝑒)1/2 varies vertically with the 

ionospheric density profile. Figure 2 shows an overview of the large-scale ray 
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propagation of the O mode, while a close-up of the region 𝑧 = 229.2 – 231.2 km is 

shown in Figure 3. As seen in Figures 1 and 3, the O mode reaches the critical layer for 

𝜒 = −3.5∘, 0∘, and 3.5∘. For 𝜒 = 10.5∘ and 14.5∘, the position of the first maximum is 

shifted down in space about 0.3 and 1.5 km, respectively, due to that the O mode is 

turning at lower altitudes for angles of incidence larger than the Spitze angle (e.g. 

Mjølhus 1990) 𝜒𝑐 = arcsin[√𝑌 (1 + 𝑌)⁄ sin(𝜃)] ≈ 8.04∘ where 𝑌 = 𝜔𝑐𝑒/𝜔 ≈ 0.45. 

Ray-tracing results for EISCAT parameters (Mjølhus et al. 2003) show very similar 

features as here. Inside the Spitze range, the polarization of the electric field tend to be 

along the magnetic field as the wave reaches the critical layer, while outside the Spitze, 

the polarization instead approaches vertical (Mjølhus et al. 2003). When injected at the 

Spitze angle 𝜒 = 𝜒𝑐, the O mode propagates parallel to the magnetic field as a circularly 

polarized L mode wave as it reaches the critical layer, and can then propagate into denser 

plasma at higher altitudes as a Z mode wave. The F2 peak has a plasma density below the 

critical density of the Z mode wave, so that 𝜔𝑝𝑒 < (𝜔2 + 𝜔𝜔𝑐𝑒)1 2⁄ , and the Z mode 

wave can therefore propagate to the conjugate point at the topside where it is again 

transformed to an O mode wave which escapes the plasma layer. Hence, for our 

parameters the ionosphere appears to be transparent for the O mode at the Spitze angle. 

At 𝜒 = −𝜒𝑐, the O mode is instead absorbed and transformed to a Z mode wave 

propagating down towards lower altitudes into thinner plasma until it reaches the 

electrostatic (Langmuir wave) resonance at 230.26 km where 𝜔𝑝𝑒
2 = 𝜔2(𝜔2 −

𝜔𝑐𝑒
2 )/(𝜔2 − 𝜔𝑐𝑒

2 cos2 𝜃).  
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Figure 2: Ray-tracing results for O mode waves at different angles of incidence. The rays 

converted to Z and Langmuir modes at the Spitze angles are indicated by ‘Z’, and ‘L’, 

respectively. The geomagnetic field 𝐁0 is indicated by a dotted line. 
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Figure 3: Closeup of the region 𝑧 = 229.2-231.2 km in Figure 2. Rays within the Spitze 

region ± 8.04∘ reach the critical layer 𝜔 = 𝜔𝑝𝑒 at 𝑧 = 𝑧𝑂 = 230.96 km (indicated with a 

horizontal, dashed line). Rays outside the Spitze region are reflected at lower altitudes, 

consistent with Figure 1. 

 

 

 

 
Figure 4. The linear absorption coefficient (mode converted intensity divided by incident 

intensity) of the O mode at different angles of incidence. Significant absorption occur 

near the Spitze angles 𝜒 = ±𝜒𝑐 with 𝜒𝑐 = 8.04∘. 
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The absorption coefficient (mode converted intensity divided by incident intensity) of the 

O mode at different angles of incidence (Mjølhus 1990) is shown in Figure 4. The linear 

absorption is significant only for angles of incidence less than 1-2 degrees away from the 

Spitze angles. Therefore the linear absorption at the Spitze angle is a singular effect with 

little relevance to the generation of SLT described below. 

 

 
Figure 5: Time vs. altitude plot of the amplitude of the vertical electric field log10(|𝐸𝑧|) 

for different angles of incidence of the O mode wave.  

 

The time vs. altitude development of Langmuir turbulence is illustrated in Figures 5 and 

6, which show amplitude plots of the high-frequency vertical electric field and the slowly 

varying ion density fluctuations. It is seen in Figure 5 that an Airy-like wave pattern of 

the electric field is first set up, where the first maximum near 231 km is just below the 

critical altitude for the cases 𝜒 = −8∘ to 3.5∘. At around 1.5 ms, there is a parametric 

instability visible at the first maximum, and the Airy-like pattern breaks up into small-

scale turbulence. This is associated with large amplitude ion density fluctuations just 

below the critical altitude at 231 km seen in Figure 6. The turbulent layer is then 

gradually shifted about 1 km downwards, while the amplitude of the electric field near 

the critical altitude significantly decreases. On the other hand, for 𝜒 = 10.5∘ and 14.5∘, 

the turbulence instead begins at the first maximum of the electric field at lower altitudes, 
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and then the turbulent layer (especially for 𝜒 = 10.5∘) gradually spreads to higher 

altitudes, as seen in both Figures 5 and 6.  

 

 
Figure 6: Time vs. altitude plot of the ion density fluctuations log10(|𝑛𝑖1|) for different 

angles of incidence of the O mode wave.  
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Figure 7: Summary plot of the vertical electrostatic field in the turbulent region for 

different angles of incidence at time 10 ms. The case 𝜒 = 8∘ corresponds to the Spitze 

angle where the O mode is fully converted to Z mode waves and no turbulence develops. 

The O mode turning point is at 𝑧 = 231.0 km and the upper hybrid resonance layer at 

𝑧 = 223.8 km (outside the range of the plots). 

 

Figure 7 shows the vertical electric field at 𝑡 = 10 ms, when a quasi-steady state 

turbulence has developed. It is interesting to note the gradual shift to lower altitudes of 

the turbulence for angles away from the Spitze angle. The amplitudes of the turbulent 

electric fields are comparable for the for the different cases, except for the Spitze angle 

𝜒 = 8∘, where only very week excitations are developed. At MZ 𝜒 = 14.5∘, the 

electrostatic turbulence is restricted to a 200 m wide region near 𝑧 = 229.5 km, about 1.5 

km below the critical layer, which corresponds to the location of the first maximum of the 

O mode wave seen in Fig. 1 for 𝜒 = 14.5∘. This is consistent with high resolution ion 

line observations by Isham et al. (1999), where the enhancements occurred several km 

below the critical layer outside the Spitze region.  
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Figure 8: The diffusion coefficients in velocity space obtained from the spectra of the 

turbulent electric fields in Figure 7.  

 

3. Production of energetic electrons and formation of DAILs 
 

The turbulent electric fields in Figure 7 are used to calculate the acceleration of electrons 

for the different angles of incidence of the O mode wave. This process and transport of 

the electrons through the turbulent region can be modeled by a Fokker-Planck equation 

for the averaged 1D (along B0) electron distribution [e.g., Sagdeev and Galeev, 1969] 

 
𝜕𝐹

𝜕𝑡
+ 𝑣

𝜕𝐹

𝜕𝑧
=

𝜕

𝜕𝑣
𝐷(𝑣)

𝜕𝐹

𝜕𝑣
 (4) 

with diffusion coefficient 𝐷(𝑣)  

 𝐷(𝑣) =
𝜋𝑒2

𝑚𝑒
2

𝑊𝑘(𝜔,
𝜔
𝑣 )

|𝑣|
  (5) 
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where 𝑊𝑘(ω, k) = ∆𝐸𝑧
2/∆𝑘 is the spectral energy density of the electric field per 

wavenumber ∆𝑘, and ∆𝐸2 is the differential squared electric field. Here, 𝑊𝑘 is in 𝑉2/𝑚 

and normalized such that  

 ∫ 𝑊𝑘  𝑑𝑘 =
1

∆𝑧
∫ 𝐸𝑧

2
𝑧0+∆𝑧

𝑧0

 𝑑𝑧. (6) 

Note that the integration in the right-hand side of equation (6) is over the turbulent region 

𝑧0 − 𝑧0 + ∆𝑧, i.e. 229.62 − 230.60, 229.80 − 230.48, 229.94 − 230.60, 230.07 −
230.96, 230.03 − 230.81, and 229.42 − 229.69 km for 𝜒 = −8∘, −3.5∘, 0∘, 3.5∘, 10.5∘ 

and 14.5∘, respectively (see figure 7). Figure 8 shows the diffusion coefficient 𝐷(𝑣) 

calculated by taking the Fourier transform of 𝐸𝑧 in Figure 7 with ω fixed at the pump 

frequency. Similar as in Eliasson et al. (2012), we have for numerical convenience 

convolved 𝑊𝑘 by a Gaussian to remove spikes in 𝐷(𝑣). The diffusion coefficient is 

significantly non-zero only at relatively large velocities. Hence only high-velocity 

components in the electron velocity distribution will be significantly accelerated by the 

SLT. Electron acceleration is favored by significant values of 𝐷 at small 𝑣. Broad 

coefficients (e.g. for 𝜒 = 0∘ and 3.5∘)  indicate strong Langmuir turbulence, while spiky 

coefficients (e.g. for 𝜒 = 14.5∘) indicate that weak turbulence (3-wave coupling) is 

dominant. This is consistent with previous studies by Mjølhus et al. (1995) who found 

that SLT is dominant near the critical layer, while at lower altitudes, the turbulence is 

characterized by cascading Langmuir turbulence.  

 
Figure 9: The electron distribution function in the heated region, 10-logarithmic scale. 
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Using the diffusion coefficients in Fig. 8 as input to Fokker-Planck simulations gives the 

electron velocity distributions in Fig. 9. As boundary conditions we use a Maxwellian 

electron distribution with an electron temperature of 4000 K for electrons streaming into 

the turbulent region, while electrons on the opposite side streaming towards the boundary 

are allowed to reach the boundary and are removed from the simulations. The Fokker-

Planck simulations are run until steady state solutions are obtained, after which the results 

are recorded. Significant electron diffusion in velocity is seen only for 𝜒 = −3.5∘  to 

10.5∘, except for the Spitze angle case 𝜒 = 8∘, which is not shown. Even though for the 

case 𝜒 = 14.5∘ the diffusion coefficient has two thin peaks with an amplitude as high as 

5 × 1017 m2/s3, i.e. almost an order of magnitude higher than that for the case of 𝜒 =
3.5∘, we see in Fig. 8 that the formation of high-velocity tails in the electron distribution 

function is much less significant at 𝜒 = 14.5∘ compared to 𝜒 = 3.5∘. Thus, for the 

acceleration of electrons by SLT, the values of the diffusion coefficient at smaller 

velocities are more important than its over-all maximum amplitude. 

 

 
Figure 10: Energy distribution at the boundary for the different cases. Significant electron 

acceleration is seen for the cases −3.5∘ to 10.5∘. The Spitze angle case 𝜒 = 8∘ gives only 

negligibly small electron acceleration and is therefore not shown. 
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The corresponding energy distribution of the electrons exiting the turbulent region is 

shown in Fig. 10 for different angles of incidence of the O mode wave. Significant 

acceleration of electrons is only seen in the cases 𝜒 = −3.5∘ to 10.5∘. (We again 

excluded the Spitze angle 𝜒 = 8∘.) In particular, we see that the broadest energy tails are 

formed for 𝜒 = 3.5∘ and 10.5∘, followed by 𝜒 = 0∘. We recall from Figure 7 that for 𝜒 =
3.5∘ and 10.5∘, the turbulence occur at higher altitudes, where strong Langmuir 

turbulence dominates over weak turbulence, which may contribute to the more efficient 

electron acceleration for these cases.  

 

 
 

Figure 11: Altitude vs. time dependence of the electron density at different angles of 

incidence. 

 

Using a kinetic transport model for the energetic electrons and a chemical kinetic model 

for the ionization of the neutral gas by the impact of electrons, charge exchange collisions, 

and recombination between electrons and molecular ions, we build a dynamic model of 

the formation of DAILs; see sections 3 and 4 of Eliasson et al. (2012) for details of the 

model. The dominant species in the neutral gas is molecular and atomic oxygen and 

molecular nitrogen, which can be ionized by the energetic electrons. Of these, 𝑂2, 𝑂, and 

𝑁2 has an ionization potential of 12.1 eV, 13.61 eV and 15.8eV, respectively (Rees 1998). 

The main chemical processes in the model (Eliasson et al. 2012) are ionization of atomic 

and molecular oxygen and molecular nitrogen by the accelerated electrons, production of 

molecular oxygen ions and nitrogen monoxide ions via charge exchange collisions, e.g. 

𝑂+ + 𝑂2 → 𝑂2
+ + 𝑂 and 𝑂+ + 𝑁2 → 𝑁𝑂+ + 𝑁, and dissociative recombination between 

electrons and molecular ions [e.g., Schunk and Nagy, 2000]. Optical emissions include 

557.7nm, 630.0nm and 777.4nm from the excitation of the 1S, 1D and 5P states of atomic 

oxygen, excited at 4.19, 1.97 and 10.74, respectively. The 427.8nm optical emission from 

the first negative band of the 𝑁2
+ ion at 18.75eV can be used as an indicator that electrons 

have exceeded the ionization threshold of all major species in the neutral gas. The strong 

optical emissions at 557.7, 777.4, and 427.8 nm observed in the experiments at HAARP 
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(e.g. Pedersen et al. 2009) are consistent with ionization of the neutral gas by energetic 

electrons. The time vs. altitude dependence of the electron density for the different angles 

of incidence of the O mode is shown in Figure 11. New plasma is created below the 

original reflection point of the O mode wave, due to the ionization of the neutral gas by 

energetic electrons. When the plasma density reaches the critical density of the O mode, 

the turbulent layer is shifted downwards. This gives rise to an ionization front rapidly 

descending from the original altitude of about 230 km. It is interesting to note that the 

ionization of the neutral gas seems to be most efficient for angles of incidence 𝜒 = 3.5∘ 

and 10.5∘, which and between the vertical and the MZ. On the other hand, no DAILs are 

formed when the O mode beam is directed along the negative Spitze, 𝜒 = −8∘, or MZ, 

𝜒 = 14.5∘. (The singular Spitze case 𝜒 = 8∘ is again excluded.) 

 

a) 

 

b) 

 
c) 

 
 

Figure 12: Comparison O mode amplitudes 1 V/m and 2 V/m at MZ. a) Vertical electric 

field 𝐸𝑧. b) Diffusion coefficient. c) Electron velocity distribution function. 

 

The result that no significant electron heating is observed for the angle of incidence at 

MZ may appear surprising, since the experiments so far have been carried out with the 

heater beam along MZ, and significant electron heating and the formation of DAILs have 

been observed. However, our model excludes such important effects as upper hybrid 

turbulence and the formation of magnetic field aligned striations, and the focusing of the 

electromagnetic beam on striations (e.g. Gurevich et al. 2002) or due to large-scale 
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thermal expansion of the plasma (Hansen et al. 1990). In the numerical modelling, we 

have also neglected the effects of the finite width of the heating beam. We first 

investigate what would be the effect of focusing of the electromagnetic beam such that its 

field amplitude is 2 V/m instead of 1 V/m when it reaches the critical region. In doing so, 

we carried out a simulation with the injected O mode amplitude 2 V/m and compared 

with 1 V/m injected O mode. The results are shown in Figures 12 and 13. 

 

 
Figure 13: Electron energy distribution for O mode amplitudes 1 V/m and 2 V/m at MZ. 

 

The increase of the O mode electric field a factor 2 has a significant effect on the SLT 

and associated electron acceleration. As seen in Figure 12a, the turbulent region widens 

about factor 2, and the amplitude also increases for the larger O mode amplitude. More 

importantly, Figure 12b shows that the diffusion coefficient has non-zero values for 

smaller velocities and therefore the SLT can interact with and resonantly accelerate a 

larger fraction of the electrons. This leads to a significant widening of the electron 

velocity distribution function, as seen in Figure 12c. The energy distribution of the 

electrons leaving the turbulent region, plotted in Figure 13, shows that for 2 V/m O mode 

wave, the electrons have a high-energy tail at least as significant as the most favorable 

case 𝜒 = 3.5∘ in Figure 10. This would also lead to the formation of DAILs such as for 

the 𝜒 = 3.5∘ shown in Figure 11, which would also be in line with experiments 

(Pedersen et al. 2010; Mishin and Pedersen 2011). 
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Figure 14: HAARP radiation pattern at MZ for 3.4 MHz transmitting frequency, showing 

that the beam’s half-width is about 15.5∘ around MZ in the North/South direction and  

12.1∘ in the East/West direction. 

 

We next discuss the effects of the finite width of the heating beam at HAARP when 

directed at MZ. The finite beam width leads to a range of angles of incidence around the 

direction of the main lobe of the beam. Figure 14 shows the radiation pattern for the 

HAARP beam at MZ for frequency 3.4 MHz. Most of the energy is delivered within an 

ellipsoid around the MZ that includes the 3.5∘ and 10.5∘ regions. This effect would 

become even stronger if one adds propagation induced diffraction. Unless the gain is 

more than 40-50 dB (which holds for frequencies below 5 MHz) the majority of the 

power is delivered at angles plus or minus 5 to 8 degrees from the MZ. Therefore, SLT 

will be generated at angles including the 3.5∘ and 10.5∘ regions also when the main lobe 

is directed at MZ. 
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4. Discussion 

 

We have numerically investigated the importance of different angles of incidence of large 

amplitude O mode waves on the development of ionospheric strong Langmuir turbulence 

(SLT) during ionospheric modification experiments at HAARP. The ionospheric 

parameters are compatible also for other northern hemisphere facilities. The SLT near the 

critical layer of the O mode wave leads to the acceleration of electrons and the formation 

of artificial ionospheric layers. This is attributed to the ionization of the neutral gas by 

energetic electrons accelerated by the SLT. For angles of incidence within the Spitze 

angle, turbulence first develops at the first maximum of the Airy-like standing wave 

pattern just below the critical layer of the O mode, and after a few milliseconds the 

turbulent layer shifts about one kilometer downwards. For angles outside the Spitze 

region, the O mode wave is reflected at a lower altitude where the turbulence develops. 

Most efficient electron acceleration and ionization is obtained at angles of incidence 

between MZ and the vertical, where SLT dominates over weak turbulence. However at 

MZ (14.5∘ to the vertical for HAARP), the turbulence takes place at an altitude about 1.5 

km below the critical layer, due to the turning of the O mode at lower altitudes outside 

the Spitze region. The results that the SLT is enhanced and takes place below the critical 

layer at angles between the Spitze and MZ are consistent with radar observations of 

Langmuir turbulence during low duty high-frequency ionospheric interaction experiments 

(Isham et al. 1999). The turbulence at MZ leads to a narrowly peaked diffusion 

coefficient a large velocities, and as a result less efficient electron acceleration by the 

turbulence. However, the present model excludes the effects of focusing of the 

electromagnetic beam on striations (e.g. Gurevich et al. 2002) and due to large-scale 

thermal expansion of the plasma (Hansen et al. 1990). Simulating the focusing effects by 

increasing the O mode amplitude a factor 2 indeed shows a dramatic effect on the SLT 

and resulting electron acceleration, leading to a significant formation of high-energy tails 

in the electron energy distribution. In addition to the focusing effects, the heating beam at 

HAARP also delivers most of its energy at an ellipsoid that includes the regions near 3.5∘ 

and 10.5∘ where SLT can be efficiently generated. The combined effects of propagation 

induced beam focusing and the finite width of the transmitted beam may explain the 

efficient generation of DAILs when the HAARP heater beam is directed along MZ 

(Pedersen et al. 2010, Mishin and Pedersen 2011). Future modeling should include the 

effects of upper hybrid turbulence in striations, self-focusing effects and anomalous 

absorption of the electromagnetic beam, and the resulting electron heating in a self-

consistent manner.  
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